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Abstract: In this paper, a holistic nonlinear state-space model of a system with multiple converters is
developed, where the converters correspond to the wind turbines in a wind farm and are equipped
with grid-following control. A novel generalized methodology is developed, based on the number of
the system’s converters, to compute the equilibrium points around which the model is linearized.
This is a more solid approach compared with selecting operating points for linearizing the model or
utilizing EMT simulation tools to estimate the system’s steady state. The dynamics of both the inner
and outer control loops of the power converters are included, as well as the dynamics of the electrical
elements of the system and the digital time delay, in order to study the dynamic issues in both high-
and low-frequency ranges. The system’s stability is assessed through an eigenvalue-based stability
analysis. A participation factor analysis is also used to give an insight into the interactions caused by
the control topology of the converters. Time domain simulations and the corresponding frequency
analysis are performed in order to validate the model for all the control interactions under study.

Keywords: wind farm; wind turbine; voltage source converter; nonlinear system; equilibrium points;
state-space model; eigenvalue analysis; participation factors

1. Introduction

In recent decades, the wind energy sector has experienced significant growth. Ac-
cording to the latest Renewables Global Status Report by REN21, global wind power
capacity increased by more than 77 GW in 2022. This includes 68.4 GW of onshore and
approximately 8.8 GW of offshore installations, marking a 9% rise in the total operational
capacity to an estimate of 906 GW [1]. The Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC) forecasts
an addition of 680 GW to the global wind capacity from 2023 to 2027, including 130 GW
offshore. By the end of 2030, wind energy is anticipated to reach a landmark 2 TW of
installed capacity [2].

The high increase in wind-power penetration has made the power system more effi-
cient and flexible, mainly because it is coming to be dominated by high-power electronic
Voltage Source Converters (VSC) [3,4]. On the other hand, many challenges for the power
system’s stability and synchronization to the grid have been arising, as the number of com-
ponents connected to the system is being increased [5]. Therefore, extensive research has
been conducted in the area of dynamic interactions between the grid-connected converters
of wind turbines on wind farms.

The small-signal stability of a converter-based system is the system’s ability to over-
come a small disturbance and return to a steady state [6]. The main small-signal stability
analysis methods for converter-based systems are impedance-based analysis—which is
mainly preferred in “black-box” systems—and eigenvalue analysis [7]. In impedance-based
analysis, the system’s equivalent impedances seen from the Point of Common Coupling
(PCC) are used in order to represent the small-signal dynamics between the converter con-
trol system and the grid [8]. The Nyquist stability criterion evaluates the system’s stability
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based on the system’s open-loop gain [7]. In eigenvalue analysis, the state-space model
of the whole system is formulated, providing a deep input into the system and control
dynamics. Linearization of the nonlinear model is applied at the obtained equilibrium
points that correspond to the model’s state variables, and then the system’s eigenvalues are
obtained by implementing a modal analysis. The formulated eigenvalue plots depict the
system’s stability [9].

State-space modeling is chosen for conducting sensitivity analysis and gaining insights
into the internal states of the system, which can subsequently be assessed for stability using
eigenvalue analysis. Research on various state-space modeling methods for converter-based
systems is well-documented in [10–13]. These studies emphasize enhanced modularity
and offer detailed descriptions of the dynamic states prevalent in wind turbine systems.
However, they lack a methodology for computing the equilibrium points around which the
model is linearized, as they either set them directly equal to chosen operating points or they
rely on ElectroMagnetic Transients (EMTs) simulations tools for obtaining them through
power flow analysis. In [14,15], a Component Connection Method (CCM) was utilized,
where the system was decomposed into multiple components and a linear algebra matrix
was formed based on the interconnections of the components; the state-space model of the
system was obtained by combining the state-space submodels of the components using
the linear algebra matrix. However, it was difficult to represent the internal connections
caused by the control couplings of the model [16]. A methodology for computing the
equilibrium points was also not provided, and chosen operating points were instead used
for the model’s linearization.

In [17], a detailed modular methodology was used to derive the linearized state-space
model after computing the equilibrium points; however, it was limited to only using an
L filter, without a capacitor in the filter, and this constitutes the dynamic situation of
the model, which is much simpler than is the case with LC or LCL filters. The case of
the LC filter was studied in [18] in detail; the limitation was that the equilibrium points’
computation was based on a single-VSC system and could not be utilized in a system with
multiple VSCs. Time delay was also not considered in either of the studies [17,18], so the
dynamics of the high frequency phenomena could not be analyzed. Systems with multiple
VSCs have been studied in [19–21] too; however, these studies mainly focused on the
Phase-Locked Loop (PLL)’s dynamic impact, and the outer-loop control was overlooked.

In this paper, therefore, the internal interactions of a nonlinear state-space model of a
power system with multiple grid-connected VSCs were studied, covering the abovemen-
tioned research gaps. For that purpose, the model entailed an LC filter and outer-loop
control, and the VSC sub-models corresponded to the wind turbines of a wind farm. A
novel generalized methodology, based on the number of VSCs in the system, was utilized in
order to estimate the equilibrium points of each state variable of the nonlinear model; thus,
the model could be linearized around them for several system and control parameters. The
dynamics within the wind farm were then highlighted, first by applying the eigenvalue-
based stability analysis and then the controller gains were swept for each converter. In
this way, the equilibrium points of the whole model were recalculated and led to another
equilibrium state and its corresponding eigenvalue analysis. Hence, the interactions of
both the inner and outer control loops were identified by observing the eigenvalues trace
for each controller, as well as by implementing participation factor analysis for the critically
unstable system modes. Simulation results in the time domain and the frequency domain
were carried out in order to validate the eigenvalue-based stability analysis results.

2. State-Space Model of a System with n Voltage Source Converters

The focus of this study was on the grid-side converters of wind turbines in a wind
farm and their potential dynamic interactions with the grid. The control architecture of a
grid-connected single-converter system is depicted in Figure 1. This system incorporates
a grid-following converter that utilizes vector Current Control (CC). The concept is de-
rived from [22]; it employs a PLL to synchronize the converter with the grid, assuming
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a consistent DC link voltage at the inverter. The regulation of active power adheres to a
specified reference value using open-loop control, which is considered adequate under
the assumption of an ideal converter. The input feed-forward voltage into the CC loop,
which is the voltage at PCC VPCC, integrates a low-pass filter in the d-q domain (FF, LPF in
Figure 1). An Alternating-Voltage magnitude Controller (AVC), which includes a low-pass
filter (AVC, LPF in Figure 1), is also utilized to regulate the voltage fed at the PLL of each
VSC, based on the study in [23]. The AVC is of high importance in order to ensure the
system’s normal operation, especially in weak-grid cases. The control topologies of the
PLL, the current controller and the AVC are shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
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Figure 1. Single grid-following Voltage Source Converter connected to the grid with its control
structure [23].
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Figure 4. Control structure of the Alternating-Voltage Controller (AVC) in Figure 1 [23].

The assumption utilized for deriving the initial state-space model of the multi-converter
system is that all VSCs have homogeneous dynamics; meaning, their topology and control
philosophy are all the same. In the configuration of the parallel connection of n such
converters the converters share a common point of synchronization as well as a common
PCC; therefore, the transformer’s leakage inductance of each VSC was not considered in
this work, in order to simplify the complexity of the final model, which is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Multi-VSC-based grid where the sources are wind turbines and feed power to VDC.

A state-space model for a single-wind-turbine system has been formulated, as detailed
in [23], to characterize small-signal instabilities. This model is outlined in (1) and features
nonlinear state equations that capture the system’s control dynamics. Each component of
the system is represented by these equations, and the complete nonlinear state-space model
arises from the combination of the individual state-space models of each system component.

ẋ = Ax + R(x, u)

y = S(x, u)
(1)

where R(x, u) describes the non-linear dependencies in the model. The state equations
describing the small-signal model of the single-VSC system in Figure 1 are presented in
Appendix A.
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The abovementioned nonlinear model of one VSC can be used to compose a system
with n parallel VSCs corresponding to n wind turbines on a wind farm. The state equations
of each grid-connected converter are combined in order to form the total state-space model
of the system with n VSCs. The holistic nonlinear state-space model is given in (2):


ẋVSC1
ẋVSC2

...
ẋVSCn

 =


AVSC1 0 · · · 0

0 AVSC2
. . .

...
...

. . . 0
0 · · · 0 AVSCn




xVSC1
xVSC2

...
xVSCn



+


RVSC1 0 · · · 0

0 RVSC2
. . .

...
...

. . . 0
0 · · · 0 RVSCn




xVSC1, uVSC1
xVSC2, uVSC2

...
xVSCn, uVSCn


(2)

The system parameters of the system in Figure 1 and the control parameters of the
corresponding state-space model in Appendix A are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. System and Default Control Parameters of the System in Figure 1.

Description Value

VS Grid Phase Voltage 311 V
fn Rated Grid Frequency 50 Hz

VDC DC Link Voltage Reference 800 V
LF Filter Inductance 5 mH
RF Filter Resistance 0.1 Ω
CF Filter Capacitance 10 µF
fsw Switching Frequency 20 kHz
fS Sampling Frequency 20 kHz

VPCCref Reference PCC Voltage 280 V
Pref Nominal Active Power 30 kW

ωFF,LPF Cutoff frequency of FF Voltage 100 rad/s
ωAVC,LPF Cutoff frequency of AVC 50 rad/s

KI,CC0 Default Integral Gain of Current Control 666.7
KP,CC0 Default Proportional Gain of Current Control 33.3
KI,PLL0 Default Integral Gain of PLL 0
KP,PLL0 Default Proportional Gain of PLL 0.1637

KI,a0 Default Integral Gain of AVC 10
KP,a0 Default Proportional Gain of AVC 0

3. Equilibrium Points Computation and Eigenvalue Analysis in a Multi-VSC System

First, two dq frames need to be defined in order to describe the dynamics related to
the PLL. These are the grid dq frame and the control dq frame, both of which have been
analytically introduced in [23]. The converter current IL and the PCC voltage VPCC are the
variables impacted by the control dq frame. The resulting equations from the linearization
between the two dq frames, which express the transformation between the grid and the
control dq frame, are shown below (variables in the control dq frame are indicated by the
superscript c):

∆Vc
PCCd = ∆VPCCd + VPCCq,0∆θ (3)

∆Vc
PCCq = ∆VPCCq − VPCCd,0∆θ (4)

∆Ic
Ld = ∆ILd + ILq,0∆θ (5)
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∆Ic
Lq = ∆ILq − ILd,0∆θ (6)

where ∆θ is the phase shift between the two dq frames.
To evaluate the stability of the converter-based system, the potential equilibrium

points need to be identified first through the linearized state-space model. Assessing the
system’s local stability involves using a linear approximation of this state-space model,
represented as

ẋ = Ax (7)

In this context, the matrix A, known as the Jacobian matrix, comprises partial deriva-
tives relating to the system at steady operating points. These equilibrium points are
established by setting the state equations of the system to ẋ = 0 and solving for them.

In Section 3.1, a generalized methodology is analytically described for obtaining the
system’s equilibrium points based on the number of VSCs connected to the PCC.

3.1. Methodology for Equilibrium Points Computation

The equilibrium states for each converter consist of the common voltage at the PCC,
VPCC,0, and the inductor current ILi,0—both in the dq reference frame and as already used
in (3)–(6)—where i = 1 . . . n and corresponds to the converter under study, VSCi. The
equilibrium states of the wind farm’s output current Io,0 should also be estimated, as this is
a state variable that is utilized in the grid impedance submodel of each VSC.

When VPCCq is maintained at zero by the PLL its corresponding equilibrium state,
denoted as VPCCq,0, also equals zero. In line with this and following the definition of VM as
detailed in [23] it follows that VPCCd,0 is equivalent to VPCCre f . Similarly, the equilibrium
state of the d-axis inductor current, ILdi,0, matches ILdre f . The equilibrium state for the
q-axis inductor current, ILqi,0, is deduced by applying Kirchoff’s Voltage Law (KVL) to the
grid side:

VPCCd,0 = VSd,0 + RS Iod,0 − ωnLS Ioq,0 (8)

The correlation between each converter’s inductor current and the total system’s
output current along the d- and q-axes is characterized as follows:

Iod,0 = nILdi,0 = nILdre f (9)

Ioq,0 =
(KI,a1 + ... + KI,an

KI,ai

)
ILqi,0 − nωnVPCCd,0CFi (10)

where n is the number of VSCs corresponding to the wind turbines.
The d-axis grid voltage, represented as VSd,0, is determined by the following formula:

VSd,0 = |VSabc|cosδ (11)

in which δ symbolizes the grid angle relative to each converter’s capacitor voltage. This
angle can be estimated by considering the active power each converter injects into the grid
in the abc frame.

Pi =
3
2
|VPCCabc||VSabc|sin(δ)

ωnLS
(12)

As previously noted, the control strategy is focused on the d-axis, which means the
active power in the dq frame is computed using only the d-axis variables:

Pi =
3
2

VPCCd Iod =
3
2
|VPCCabc|Iod (13)
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Consequently, the angle δ can be estimated through (12) and (13), leading to the
following formula:

cosδ =

√
1 −

(ωnLS Iod
|VSabc|

)2
(14)

By incorporating (9), (10), (11) and (14) into (8), we can derive the equilibrium state of
the inductor current for each VSC on the q-axis as shown in (15):

ILqi,0 =

(
KI,ai

KI,a1 + . . . + KI,an

)
×√

|VSabc|2 −
(

nωnLS ILdre f

)2
+ nRS ILdre f − VPCCre f

(
1 − n(ωn)2LSCFi

)
ωnLS

(15)

These equilibrium points are estimated for all the VSCs that are connected to the grid;
in that way, a holistic nonlinear model can be linearized around them.

3.2. Eigenvalue Analysis

The grid strength is defined by the Short Circuit Ratio (SCR), which is the ratio of the
short circuit power by all VSCs at PCC SSC and the rated power of the inverter SN . The
SCR is given by

SCR =
SSC
SN

=

3
2
(VS)

2

|ZS |
3
2 nVPCC ILdre f

(16)

Hence, the strength of the grid is influenced by its impedance, with an increase in
impedance resulting in a reduction in the short circuit power. Also, the more converters
that are connected to the system, with the same grid impedance, the higher the total rated
inverter power becomes and the grid becomes weaker.

In this study, a scenario with a weak grid and an SCR of 1.5 was examined. The
eigenvalue analysis of the small-signal model was conducted using the control parameters
specified in Table 1. The bandwidth of the current controller was set to 1 kHz, targeting a
closed-loop current regulation at 1/20 of the switching frequency; the standard bandwidth
for the PLL is 7.27 Hz. The grid inductance LS was obtained by (16), and the grid resistance
RS was assumed to be zero.

An eigenvalue sensitivity analysis was performed to assess the small-signal stability
and the interactions influenced by the controllers across both low- and high-frequency
ranges. This analysis adjusted the control parameters of the system’s control structures
to pinpoint the levels associated with instability. The equilibrium states of the integrated
state-space model were recalculated with each adjustment of the tested controller until
instability was caused. Instability is detected when the real part of a complex eigenvalue
becomes positive, indicating negative damping. Consequently, a new eigenvalue analysis
was conducted each time a parameter was adjusted, ultimately producing an eigenvalue
trace that illustrated the stability trend of the tested control parameter. This method is
illustrated in Figure 6.

At first, the proportional gain of the current controller for a single VSC KP,CC1 was
swept from 0.1 (deep blue) to 10 (deep red) times its standard value KP,CC0. The resulting
eigenvalues indicating instability are displayed in Figure 7, highlighting the critical gain
and frequency. As the proportional gain of the current controller increased, the system
tended toward instability, with the critical frequency approximately equal to 1/6 of the
sampling frequency fS.
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Figure 6. Methodology for eigenvalue analysis in an n-VSC system when control parameters are varied.

Fcr = 3.34 kHz
KP,CC1cr = 104.2

Figure 7. Eigenvalue trace of current controller’s proportional gain variation KP,CC1, which varied
from 0.1 (deep blue) to 10 (deep red) times KP,CC0. Green arrow means instability point.

Subsequently, low-frequency interactions were analyzed by varying the PLL propor-
tional gain KP,PLL1 of a single VSC in the system from 0.1 (deep blue) to 20 (deep red)
times the default value KP,PLL0. In that way, the critical PLL bandwidth for instability
was determined. The findings, shown in Figure 8, indicate that instability occurred when
the PLL proportional gain reached approximately 2.4759, corresponding to a critical PLL
bandwidth of about 110.07 Hz.

The outer loop of the AVC was also leading to instability in the low-frequency range.
This is depicted in Figure 9, where the integral gain KI,a1 is varied from 0.1 (deep blue)
to 200 (deep red) times the default value KI,a0. The eigenvalue analysis shows that the
critical case of instability was when KI,acr = 857 with a dominant frequency close to the 1st
harmonic ( fcr = 45 Hz).
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Fcr = 187 Hz
KP,PLL1cr = 2.4759

Figure 8. Eigenvalue trace of PLL’s proportional gain variation KP,PLL1, which varied from 0.1 (deep
blue) to 20 (deep red) times KP,PLL0. Green arrow means instability point.

Fcr = 45 Hz
KI,a1cr = 857

Figure 9. Eigenvalue trace of AVC’s integral gain variation KI,a1, which varied from 0.1 (deep blue) to
200 (deep red) times KI,a0. Green arrow means instability point.

4. Participation Factor Analysis and Dynamic Interaction

A participation factor analysis is a useful method for measuring the level of partic-
ipation of the different state variables in the system’s eigenvalues, and it is conducted
to evaluate the sensitivity of controllers in a multi-VSC system having two VSCs (n =
2) placed in parallel. This analysis is vital for identifying the dynamic states that most
significantly influence the instability of identified eigenvalue modes. The participation
factors are normalized to sum up to 1 in each scenario.

In this context, dynamic states with the index “1” corresponded to VSC1, and dynamic
states with the index “2” corresponded to VSC2. Initially, the analysis focused on how
changes in the current controller’s gain KP,CC1 of VSC1 influenced the system mode’s
instability. The results in Figure 10 indicate that the dynamic states of time delay xdel,1d, 1
and d-axis current ILd, 1 in the VSC1 were the most critical, particularly the time delay
within the current controller’s loop, which was identified as a primary instability factor
following the controller design changes.
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Figure 10. Participation factors for critically unstable mode during variations of KP,CC1.

Furthermore, the analysis was extended to the mode affected by variations in the PLL’s
gain KP,PLL1 in VSC1. The results shown in Figure 11 reveal that the dynamic states of the
PLL’s output angle θPLL, 1 and the q-axis voltage at PCC VPCCq, 1 significantly influenced
the mode’s stability. However, the dynamic state of the q-axis output current Ioq, 2 in the
VSC2’s control system had the most pronounced effect. This finding suggests that the
instability arose from interactions between the two VSCs’ control systems, especially when
changes in one VSC’s PLL bandwidth impacted synchronization with the grid.
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Figure 11. Participation factors for critically unstable mode during variations of KP,PLL1.

Lastly, when examining the mode affected by changes in the AVC’s integral gain KI,a1
in VSC1, the results in Figure 12 show that the AVC controller’s dynamic states qerrac, 1 and
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VM,LPF, 1 in VSC1 predominantly affected the mode’s stability. This case emphasizes the
crucial role of VSC1’s AVC controller in the system mode stability.
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Figure 12. Participation factors for critically unstable mode during variations of KI,a1.

5. Simulation Results

Time domain simulations were carried out by using MATLAB Simulink R2020b and
PLECS Blockset in order to validate the eigenvalue-based stability analysis results from
Section 3. They were accompanied by the corresponding Fast Fourier Transformation
(FFT) analysis, through which we ensured that the dominant frequency in the instant the
system tended to become unstable was the same as the critical frequency of instability in
the eigenvalue analysis.

A weak-grid-case scenario, with an SCR equal to 1.5, was chosen in order to highlight
the dynamic interactions in one of the system’s converters. A system, as shown in Figure 5,
with two VSCs (n = 2) was simulated in the time domain. A small step change was
applied to the control gain of the tested controller in order to identify cases where instability
occurred, and the FFT analysis was performed at the beginning of the instability in all the
test cases.

A step change was first applied to the proportional gain of the current controller KP,CC1
in VSC1 in order to show the instability. The system became unstable when this step change
resulted in a critical proportional gain value equal to KP,CC1cr = 99.9; the corresponding
dominant frequency of the unstable case was equal to 3.34 kHz. Figures 13a and 14a show
the inductor current in IL1 in VSC1 and highlight this instability case both in the time and
frequency domains.

Then, the lower resonances, which were caused by the PLL and the AVC in VSC1,
were simulated. The PLL proportional gain KP,PLL1 was increased in order to identify the
bandwidth in which the system was leading to instability; the critical value KP,PLL1cr was
equal to 2.55 where the PLL’s bandwidth was equal to 113.37 Hz, and the corresponding
dominant frequency that led to instability was equal to 182 Hz. These results are shown
in Figures 13b and 14b. The same procedure was applied to the AVC in VSC1, where
a ramp change was applied to its integral controller KI,a1; the reason was that a ramp
indicates a very large number of steps and would be much more accurate to be used for
an integrated value than a single step. The critical value of instability was approximately
KI,a1cr = 750 with a corresponding frequency equal to 44 Hz. These results are shown in
Figures 13c and 14c.
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Figure 13. Time domain simulations of the multi-VSC inductor current IL with n = 2 VSCs. The
stability impact of the current controller, the PLL and the AVC in the weak grid (SCR = 1.5) is
observed, caused after the step/ramp change in KP,C0, KP,PLL0 and KI,A0 at t = 1.5 s: (a) step change
in CC’s proportional gain, KP,CCcr = 99.9; (b) step change in PLL’s proportional gain, KP,PLLcr = 2.55;
(c) ramp change in AVC’s integral gain, KI,acr = 750.

The aforementioned results are very close to the corresponding results in Section 3,
where the eigenvalue-based stability analysis of the small-signal model with n VSCs was
presented; all the results are gathered in Table 2. Therefore, the developed state-space
model of the multi-VSC system can describe the interactions introduced by each control
loop with very high accuracy.
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Figure 14. Frequency analysis (FFT) of the multi-VSC inductor current IL with n = 2 VSCs. The
dominant oscillation frequency is shown when the control gains under study obtain their critical
value: (a) dominant oscillation frequency when high-frequency-range instability is caused by step
change in KP,CC; (b) dominant oscillation frequency when low-frequency-range instability is caused
by step change in KP,PLL; (c) dominant oscillation frequency when low-frequency-range instability is
caused by ramp change in KI,a.

Table 2. Critical control gain and oscillation frequency in eigenvalue-based stability analysis and
time domain analysis for a multi-VSC grid-connected system with n = 2 VSCs.

Eigenvalue-Based Analysis Time Domain Analysis

Current Controller KP,CC1cr = 104.2 KP,CC1cr = 99.9
Fcr = 3.34 kHz Fcr = 3.34 kHz

PLL KP,PLL1cr = 2.4759 KP,PLL1cr = 2.55
Fcr = 187 Hz Fcr = 182 Hz

AVC KI,a1cr = 857 KI,a1cr = 750
Fcr = 45 Hz Fcr = 44 Hz
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, a modular nonlinear state-space model of a multi-VSC power system
was developed, where one VSC corresponded to a wind turbine of a wind farm. The
VSCs were connected to the grid through an LC Filter, and state-space submodels in the
dq reference frame for the PLL, the CC and the AVC as well as the digital time delay
were developed. The novel methodology used for obtaining the equilibrium points was
generalized and based on the number of VSCs, as the obtained formulas of the steady-state
currents could be used for several cases of different control and system parameters, and
their accuracies were proven by the time domain results in the steady state. The eigenvalue
analysis with the eigenvalue traces, as well as the participation factor analysis, showed the
impact of each VSC’s controller in the system’s stability in the high- and low-frequency
range. The time domain simulations, as well as the FFT analysis when the system started
to become unstable, provided results very close to the corresponding eigenvalue-based
stability analysis. Therefore, the developed state-space model can be used as a holistic tool
that describes quite accurately the small-signal interactions on the grid side of a system
with multiple wind turbines and for different control and system parameters.
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Appendix A. State-Space Submodels

The state variables of the single-VSC system in Figure 1 are shown below, where the
variables with a superscript c are in the control dq frame:

x1 =

[
θPLL ΦPLL qerrd qerrq VPCCd,LPF VPCCq,LPF qerrac VM,LPF Ic

Ld Ic
Lq

VPCCd VPCCq Iod Ioq xdel,1d xdel,2d xdel,3d xdel,1q xdel,2q xdel,3q

]
(A1)

where VM corresponds to the absolute value of the PCC voltage |VPCC|.
The corresponding state equations of the system are presented below. Further details

of the single-VSC state-space model can be found in [22,23]:

θ̇PLL = KI,PLLΦPLL + KP,PLLVc
PCCq + ωn (A2)

Φ̇PLL = Vc
PCCq (A3)

q̇errd = ILdref − Ic
Ld (A4)

q̇errq = ILqref − Ic
Lq (A5)

V̇PCCd, LPF = −ωFF,LPFVPCCd,LPF + ωFF,LPFVc
PCCd (A6)

V̇PCCq, LPF = −ωFF,LPFVPCCq,LPF + ωFF,LPFVc
PCCq (A7)

q̇errac = VPCCref − VM,LPF (A8)
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V̇M,LPF = −ωAVC,LPFVM,LPF + ωAVC,LPFVM (A9)

İc
Ld = −RF

LF
Ic
Ld +

(
− 1

LF
Vc

PCCd

)
+ ωPLL Ic

Lq +
1

LF
VId (A10)

İc
Lq = −RF

LF
Ic
Lq +

(
− 1

LF
Vc

PCCq

)
− ωPLL Ic

Ld +
1

LF
VIq (A11)

V̇PCCd =
1

CF
ILd +

(
− 1

CF
Iod

)
+ ωnVPCCq (A12)

V̇PCCq =
1

CF
ILq +

(
− 1

CF
Ioq

)
− ωnVPCCd (A13)

İod =
1

LS
VPCCd +

(
−RS

LS
Iod

)
+

(
− 1

LS
VSd

)
+ ωn Ioq (A14)

İoq =
1

LS
VPCCq +

(
−RS

LS
Ioq

)
+

(
− 1

LS
VSq

)
− ωn Iod (A15)

ẋdel,1dq = 0xdel,1dq + 1xdel,2dq + 0xdel,3dq (A16)

ẋdel,2dq = 0xdel,1dq + 0xdel,2dq + 1xdel,3dq (A17)

ẋdel,3dq = −120
T3

d
xdel,1dq −

60
T2

d
xdel,2dq −

12
T1

d
xdel,3dq + Vnormdq (A18)
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